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to imagine just what impression the public at large ha
A
of the Mundt-Nixon bill is diffi cult. Public comprehension is
certainly not clarified by the press, for as treated by the daily
papers and liberal weeklies the bill evidently would at once :
outlaw and not outlaw the Communist party; drive the Communists further undergro und and moke them into the open;
seriously prevent the success of a Communist conspiracy
against this country and on the contrary serve only to jeopardize the fundamental rights and freedoms of all citizens.
Certainly any bill drawing su ch contradictory and contrary
critical fire de erves careful appraisal.
The bill derives much of its popular support from the wellpublicized fact that it is avowed ly "anti-Communist" legislation. While this mark is at least a recommendation for almost
any line of action these days it certainly should not be accepted
blindly as a princip le of political action.
If one grants the exi tence of the Communist threat to t his
nation, of which everyone by now must have some rea lization
at least in a general way, and if one grants that legislation to
com bat such a danger is worth considering, there remains to
be discovere d : first, what the Mundt-Nixon bill is de signed
to do to meet this situation; second, whether or not, in the light
of past legal experience a long these lines, the b ill can be effective; and t h ird, if not, whether some other legislation or
some other co ur e of action would be more desirabl e.
The present bill, H. R. 5852, as revised and passed by the
House of Representatives 319 to 58 last May 19, died in the
Sen ate when that body adjourned before the members had
time to consider it. Since, however, the bill's co-authors, Representative Mundt and Representative ixon, are returning to
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Washington in January, the former as a fre shman Senator, it
is very likely that some legislation of this sort will be introduced. And this time the bill will have an interest ed pilot in
the Senate.
Last year's Mundt- ixon model, the much-amended "Subversive Activities Act, 1948" can be analyzed into th e following elements:
1. The necessity for legislation is based upon the finding by
Congress that there exists a world Communist movement under
the direction and control of a foreign government which conspires to establ ish a totalitarian dictatorship in this country
and which presents "a clear and present" danger to our national security and democratic freedoms.
2. The bill distinguishes between the Communist organization as such and subsidiary "front" organizations. It defines
"'Communist political organizations" as those organizations
"substantially" dominated or controlled by foreign, Communist, political organization and operated "primarily"
to support the political organization.
3. The bill makes it unlawful "for any p erson to combin e or
conspire with any other person" to perform any act "with the
intent to establish" and which "would substantially assist in"
establishing, in the United State a totalitarian dictatorship
under foreign control.
4 . Communist political organizations would be required to
register annuall y with the Attorney General (a) the name
under which they operate, (b) the names of their officers, (c)
the names of their member . Communist-front organizations
would be r equired to register their names and officers, but
not their membership. These registration lists would be open
for public inspection.
5. A Subversive Activities Board made up of three men appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate may, upon being petitioned by the Attorney General,
investigate a suspect organization to determine whether it is
subject to registration. The organization may appeal their
finding to the U. S. District Court in Washington and ultimately to the Supreme Court.
6. Failure to register an organization, and membership in an
4

II. R. 5852

"Mr. A rcheptolemus, are you or are you not a m ember
of the Four Hundred Party?"

unregistered Communist political organization-but not in a
Communist-front organization-would subject the offenders
to fine and imprisonment.
7. Registered organizations, if they use the mails or the
radio, wou ld be required to identify clearly their literature or
programs as emanating from "a Communist organization."
8. Registered organizations lose t ax exemption, and contributions to them are not deductable for income-tax purposes.
Members of Communist political organizations are ineligible
for Federal employment, and may not receive or u e United
States passports. Conviction of any of the acts under 3 above
results in fine and imprisonment.
As it stands, the bill contains loose wording, sanctions which
in all probability cannot be enforced effective ly, and the very
real possibility of bringing more harm than good upon the people and government it is supposed to protect.
In section 1 above, for instance, the phrase "clear and present danger" is vague and amb iguous. How clear and how
present? Not clear enough or present enough evidently to war5
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rant succesful conviction of the agent. of the Communist menace under existing sedition laws.
Further on, in section 3 above, the bill makes it unlawful
for a person to plot, with intent to e tablish in the nited
States, "a dictatorship controlled by a foreign power." Representative Mundt, peaking before the Executives' Club of
Chicago on June 4 of this year, heralded this section as the
:·teeth" of the bill when he said, " ... it [the bill] says that
If the courts of law can show there is anybody in America who
i p lotting to overthrow this government to deliver it abroad
from now on, [sic] the fact that he i a Communist is not going
to exempt him from arrest and penalty ." Of cour e this is
utter nonsense. No individual or group in this country ever
has been exempt from laws against treason, and, as Dewey
po inted out in his debate with Stas en, this section of the bill
is nothing more than a repetition of the existing sedition laws
with a verbal finger pointed at the Communists.
The difficulty that wo uld be experienced in trying to gain
a conviction through this clau e in the law can be foreseen
from recent experience . One need but recall that in 1945 the
Supreme Court, in the deportation trial of Harry Bridge , held
that the Immigration and raturalization ervice h ad fai led
to show that Bridges was even a Communist, let alone that he
plotted to overthrow the government!
From these criticisms concerning the bill itself, which presumabl y could be removed by careful rewording of the bill,
one may pass to more important remarks concerning the anticipated effects of the bill in a more general way.
A good many objective ob erver of European conditions
feel that passage of the bill would supply the Commu nists with
a tremendous weapon of propaganda both here and abroadone which they wou ld be able to exp loit to a degree far outweighing the governmental h arassing they might receive in
this country in return. At best the bill would only inconvenience Communist activities while supp lying their leaders with a
colorful banner imprinted with the names of countless martyrs.
The violent Communist opposition to the bill last spring as
manifested in the Communist-led march on Washington and
the democratic and patriotic emotionalism of the full-page ads

which they placed in the S etr Hcpublir· and other liberal magazines betrayed the true character of the Communist oppo·ibon. Like a man shouting murder in hope that he will
have the opportunity of being heard in the court of Public
Opinion, the ommunists seemed to relish the prospect of a
highly publicized persecution.
Furthermore, it is obvious that Communist organization
cou ld evade the only really binding clau es of the law, namely
those requiring them to register with the Attorney General'
Office when once found by the court · to be designed "substantially" and "primarily" to aid the world Communist movement, by dissolving the organization and beginning activ ities
anew und er a different name, charter, and slightly different
connections. This possibility, coupled with the certainty of
long-drawn-out court disputes, would make effective enforcement of the law more of a headache than an antidote.
Something of thi sort happened in Canada when the Dominion government outlawed the Party outright. !n no time
at all a new crop of lib eral and labor parties sprang upCommunists with a new front. Nor did Canada's anti-Communist laws, which were later repealed, fore tall t h e recent
atom ic-spy-ring scandal.
Finally, the false sense of security t hat the pas age of the
bill might engender, the blind faith inherited from a generation of reform that there is no social evil that cannot be col"rected by the application of federal law , would weaken
rather than strengthen anti-Communist defen es. According
to a report from Brazil this is what happened when Dutra
outlawed the Communist party-there was a general feeling
of security, a l"eaction to follow the old ways, a tendency to
restore social and economic evils and, as a consequence, Communism grew stronger than ever.
Widespread lack of faith in the political and personal motives of the men in government supporting anti-Communist
agitation constitutes another valid basis for rejecting t he bill.
ot only were the most mi litant of the congressional antiCommunist group among the less competent Representatives
and Senators of the last Congress, but quite obviously the entire issue was grandstanded in a manner calculated first to
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embarass the Truman administration and only secondly to
actually deal efficiently with a national problem. Indeed if
the Mundt-Nixon bill or any similar legislation were administered with the gross stupidity and arrogance which to such a
large degree marked the performance of the Committee on
Un-American Activities, it could do incalculable harm.
ot without merit also, despite their own inclination to exaggerate and misrepresent the signifiance of the bill, are the
cries of the Liberals against tendencies in the spirit of the bill
toward "~;uilt by association," police state methods, and controlled thought. The stipulation in the bill requiring public
labelling as Communist propaganda of all mail emanating
from a registered organization, for example, would reflect
upon the political character of entirely innocent recipients,
whose only business and wish it is to be well informed concerning the latest Communist thought and action in order to
combat it more effectively.
There is some truth in the Liberal argument that the bill
is contrary to the American political traditions of free thought
and belief, and opposition to passage of the bill on these

" He comes in every Friday and orders 'red-herring.'"

8
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grounds is by no means limited to the Communist or to the
piously democratic Liberal.
Dewey said in his debate with Stassen that the bill "is probably harmless" and pointed to the some twenty-seven laws already on the statute books covering in part the "misprision of
treason, inciting to rebellion, insurrection, correspondence with
a foreign government ... criminal sedition, conspiracy, subversive activities, sabotage, broad conspiracy, inciting desertion,
non-mailable matter, inciting mutiny, espionage, mutiny, sedition, conspire to commit espionage or sedition," as adequate
to deal with Communists if properly enforced. He also expressed doubt concerning constitutionality of the bill.
It is interesting to note, also, that leaders of the A. F. of L.
and C. I. 0., who have come to closest grips with the more
rabid and insidious forms of Communism oppose passage of
this sort of bill. They dislike particularly the "guilt by association" features of the bill, the loosely worded definition , and,
in the words of Lewis Hines, legislative representative of the
A. F. of L., "the entire principle of requiring registration as a
condition to the exercise of political liberties."
Others who have voiced an emphatic "no" concerning acceptance of the bill include the Most Rev. Francis J. Haas,
bishop of Grand Rapid , Mich.; Mayor William O'Dwyer of
New York; Clifford Forster, Staff Counsel of the American
Civil Liberties Union; and Prof. Zecharian Chafee, Jr., of the
Harvard Law School, who sees "no evidence whatever for th e
necessity of such an unprecedented conglomeration of elabo~
rate regulations of the opinions of private citizens and exceeding drastic penalties for entirely novel offenses."
If, then, the Mundt-Nixon approach is faulty and ineffective,
what legislative action can be taken? According to an editorial
in the August 28 issue of America.. Canada apparently has
found an answer in their "Official Secrets Act." By this Act,
which may be enforced in time of peace as well as war, a person is liable , who, having obtained information by virtue of his
official position, "uses it for the benefit of any foreign power or
·in (l!ny other manner prejudicial to the interests of the State."
More important, the Act does away with the necessity of proving the "intent" of the accused to betray or in an way injure
9
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the government. Thus the burden of proof is shifted from the
State to the accused-a direct turn-about of Anglo-Saxon legal
tradition.
Whether or not a similar law wou ld be desirable in the
United States is a legal question which cannot be gone into
here, and all that can be said is that the law is apparently
working satisfactorily and effectively in ensnaring Communist
spies in Canada.
The general nature of this Act, however, points the way for
action in ::his country. It demonstrates that the entire issue
should be kept in the Courts where it can be handled more
judiciously, if not more efficiently, than by a separate partisan
government Board, and where everyone concerned will be
guaranteed protection by the mutual rights and privileges inherent in strict legal procedure. In short, a careful revision of
existing sedition laws binding upon all citizens and not directed
toward any particular minority group and operating as free as
possible from the influence of personal and political antagonisms seems to be the answer, on the legal level, to the Communist danger to national security.
Tame.~ J. Wey

How May I Describe My Love?
Oh, how may I describe the molten tide
That is my love, by anything men know?
What ocean flows so deep, or rolls so wide?
What soaring song is born, what flower grow .
What sharp pains throb, where lies a lustrous pearl
That can compare? Perhaps this dream be it
Thyself a glowing star, my love the whorl
That trains in ceaseless rapture 'round its sourceAnd yet such words as these are poor, dumb things,
And false as heaven's drifting, phantom dome;
For even stars grow dark and lose their wings.
The light that clung to them dissolves in foam,
Then dies in mist. My love for thee shall gleam
With silvery fire thro ugh an immortal dream.

POf<.'M

"Des Pas Sur La Neige"
(Prelude

o. 6, 1 t Book of Preludes, Claude Debussy)

Even now
Dawn is little more
Than a glowing pulse in the East,
Beating faintly
Under crystal veiling.
Yet before this numb hour,
Before this trembling streak,
Before the stirring of thi luminou s embryo,
There was a walker here.
While I slept,
(Dark and cold outside
And a white wind blowing the stars ),
Hollow footprints
Fell beneath the window.
I am risen now
And see them,
Sharp and vague in the blue-bitter shadows
Of daybreak.
Who passed here in the snow?
Who walked before the dawn!
0 stranger! stranger!
-Louis Sac?·iste '48

-Louis Sacriste '43
10
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How May I Describe My Love?
Oh, how may I describe the molten tide
That is my love, by anything men know?
What ocean flows so deep, or rolls so wide?
What soaring song is born, what flower grow .
What sharp pains throb, where lies a lustrous pearl
That can compare? Perhaps this dream be it
Thyself a glowing star, my love the whorl
That trains in ceaseless rapture 'round its sourceAnd yet such words as these are poor, dumb things,
And false as heaven's drifting, phantom dome;
For even stars grow dark and lose their wings.
The light that clung to them dissolves in foam,
Then dies in mist. My love for thee shall gleam
With silvery fire thro ugh an immortal dream.

POf<.'M

"Des Pas Sur La Neige"
(Prelude

o. 6, 1 t Book of Preludes, Claude Debussy)

Even now
Dawn is little more
Than a glowing pulse in the East,
Beating faintly
Under crystal veiling.
Yet before this numb hour,
Before this trembling streak,
Before the stirring of thi luminou s embryo,
There was a walker here.
While I slept,
(Dark and cold outside
And a white wind blowing the stars ),
Hollow footprints
Fell beneath the window.
I am risen now
And see them,
Sharp and vague in the blue-bitter shadows
Of daybreak.
Who passed here in the snow?
Who walked before the dawn!
0 stranger! stranger!
-Louis Sac?·iste '48

-Louis Sacriste '43
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The Rhetoric of time: The Poetry

o the

future historian of the loosely knit and revitalized
world of poetry now being written in English, Wystan
Hugh Auden should serve as a convenient point of synthesis
for all the literary and most of the cultural elements which will
give definition to the period which began with the debacle of
1929 and which shows no sign of coming to a comfortable
close. For Auden's importance in the contemporary age of
English and American literature is probably not only unquestioned, but taken for granted. He has an importance, if only
of association-of collaboration and personal familiarity with a
good many of the key figure s in modern poetry, music, and art.
A sy mptom of the universal acceptance of his position can
be found in the pages of the most recent biographical study
of Edwin Arlington Robinso n, in which is revealed the disappointment of that eminently independent American poet,
during his visit to London in 1923, at the failure of his work
to take hold in English literary circle . The biographer,
Emery eff, finds consolation in a parenthesis obviously deigned to be breath-taking: "A young man named Auden, unknown to Robinson, would oon be reading him with enthu iasm." From the tone of this the historian may conclude
that the incidental juncture of the names of these modern
poets has for the present generation the thrilling connotation of Emerson coming upon the works of Whitman, or of
the confirmation that Jefferson actually looked through the
Bellarmine volumes in his library.
A more conclusive symptom of the current attitude, especially among the young who read poetry, or who like to be
thought of as reading modern verse, is Auden's experience,
shortly after the end of the war, at a large eastern university

T

12

of Auden

which prides itself on indifference . The crowd at a
scheduled reading by the
poet of his own poems grew
to such proportions that the
meeting had to be moved
twice to successively larger
halls. He outdrew most of
the prominent politicians,
scie ntists, a n d clergym en,
who in recent years had appeared to speak at the same
"The nymphs and oracles
university - everyone, in
have fled away"
fact, except T. S. Eliot. Seats
being too few even in the largest lecture hall, the young and
the pse udo-young gathered in the posture of rapture at the
poet's feet. They found, however, that some of the poems were
no clearer from the lips of their creator than they are on paper.
Auden's position is in the poetry being written in English,
not specifically in English or American poetry. He has lived
in this country since before the war and is now an American
citizen. From the first he attempted the American idiom, as
in the unsuccessful opera, Panl Bunya;n:
Some think they're strong, so me think
they're smart,
Like butterflies they're pulled apart,
America can break your heart.
But in New Yea1· L etter (January 1, 1940) he wrote:
England to me is my own tongue,
And what I did when I was young
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CARROLL QUARTERLY

JJl. II. AUDEN

Auden is, in fact, the head-and the shoulders-of a transAtlantic group of writers, a group which seems to use the big
ocean liners and the overseas planes with something of the
frequency of that other International Set whose cultural interests lie rather in the direction of Charles Trenet and Elsa
Maxwell. For Auden has reversed, in his personal life as
we ll as in his literary development, the flight of the arti t
as young man from Main Street and Avenue A to Harold
Munro's bookshop in London or to the little private, 0 so
private, English language presses of Paris. Auden's redirection of the movement of literary capital, which coincides
with a similar incursion of other kinds of foreign capital, is, in
effect, a lmost a parody on the genteel anglicization of Henry
James and T . S. Eliot: Auden established a creative workshop
for himself and other English expatriates of varying talents
at 7 Middagh Street in Brooklyn.
Probably the high mark of Aud en's career as a purely English poet was his reception, accompanied by the surviving Poet
Laureate, John Masefield, of the King's Medal for the best
verse written by a young Englishman in 1937. Auden was
the second man to be so honored by the Crown after a lap se
in presentations caused by a lack of suitable candidates. His
greatest public recognition in this country came with the
Pulitzer Prize last year. He is not quite ready for the Book
of the Month Club.
Most of the writers associated with Auden in the early
brilliant group which grew up around the English universities
and the international brigades have had recent and sustained
contact with the United States: Stephen Spender, one of
the most incandescent, has just finished a year of teaching
amid the plutocratic splendors and proletarian susceptibilities of Sarah Lawrence College; Louis MacNeice, the most

humourously topical and by far the most easily read of the
group, with whom Auden split a publisher's advance
during the collaborative preparation of Lett~rs from Iceland,
an uneven work of hardly vital information, in prose that is
frequently crisp and in verse that is generally pungent, taught
Greek for a time at Cornell; Christopher Isherwood, the most
prevailing of Auden's many collaborators, a man of promise
in the field of the seriously clever nove l, is now, according to
printed report, indulging in private and ambiguously unsectarian monasticism in California with Gerald Heard and Aldous Huxley. 1939, the year of the war in Europe, was the
high point of this cultural migration. At the grotesque Brooklyn menage was assembled as colorful an Anglo-American
group as has been gathered this side of Paris and Soho: the
expatriates, Isherwood and MacNeice and the very young
British composer, Benjamin Britten; the Engli h tenor, Peter
Pears, who has since made an international reputation on
phonograph records; the very American composer, Paul
Bowles, and the a uthor of Black Boy as well as Carson McCullers, the precious novelist, who was writing Refl-ec-tions iJn
a Golden Eye. Reg ular visitors to the brownstone Parnassus
included Aaron Copland and Virgil Thomson, native composers with a Paris period behind them, and the international
artiste, Gypsy Rose Lee.
Even Auden's married life has color-and of an international kind. He married Erika Mann, the daughter of the
German novelist-in-exile, in 1936, giving that lady playwright,
who had been married to a Nazi German actor British citizenship a little before Hitler's rather redundant revo cation of her
rights as a German. Erika Auden is a sta unch anti-nazi who,
after Hitler' s rise, bravely re-entered Germany to rescue her
father's Joseph manuscript and who, after the outbreak of
war in 1939, humourlessly objected to the playing of the old
recordings of the a lleged collaborator, Walter Gieseking, and
to performance of the music of Richard Strauss. Before Hitler
and her English marriage, she had distinguished herself with
a successful play and by winning a Ford in an automobile race
around Europe.
Auden's appearance on the Engli ·h literary cene at the
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Whenever I begin to think
About the human creature we
Must nurse to sense and decency,
An English area comes to mind,
I see the nature of my kind
As a locality I love, . . .
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opening of the thirties was heralded by one prescient American Catholic critic as the arrival of the dawn in Anglo-American poetry which, on both sides of the Atlantic, so far as the
general reading public was concerned, was in an established
slump, a hesitant f lux awa itin g a new polar attraction. Despite Mr. Zab el' ave, reports of the work of the AudenSpender group at fi rst seeme d to reach only those circles in
this country primarily devoted to the r eading of new poetry.
T. S. Eliot, who had returned to lecture at Harvard, was, a
he is now, acknowledged to be the chief living poet in th.e
language. Frost, who h ad to go to London t o get his Yankee
poetry published, a nd Robinso n, whose muse was so much in
the main tradition of English verse that its American tang
was not detected in England, were produ cing first-rate poetry
of deceptive "simplicity." They were not considered to have
the difficulty that is the mark of r eally modern poetry. Th e
Anglo-American Eliot did, of course; and it is Eliot's influence
that the average reader was to associate with reports of the
new British school of poetry
Who, not speech less with shock
but finding the right
Language for thirst and fear,
did most to
Prevent a panic.
Yeats paid the new poets tribute in a public lecture in t his
country, but, by and large, reports of their activity were confined to "London Letters" in little magazines and to gossipy
asides in courses in Modern Writers -the latter given in summer schools maintained by universities for vacationing lady
teachers see king comfortable, if slightly humid, self-improvement and for aesthetic young men who had neither the inclination to give up culture for work on a Federal Writer's
Project, nor the talent to work their way by cattle boat to
more congenial ivory towers. In these classes Pound and
Eliot were being "explained" (the latter with the h elp of his
own notes) in one hour each. Auden, MacNeice, Spender, and
c. Day Lewis were merely mentioned in conjunction with the
name of th e older masters.
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In England, t h e Auden-Spender coterie did not hesitate to
blow its own coll ective and, at the time, dissonant horn. On e
of the first manifestoes of the group was A Hope for Po etry
by C. Day Lewis, who, according to hi present English publisher, is not only "highly esteemed in America," but is something much mor e uniqu e : "one of the few living poets to
achieve distinction in his own country." Lewi fe lt, apparently
from th e beginning, that "Auden more than any other yo un g
writer has the essential qualifications of a major poet."
Some critics looked upon this claim as more absurd t h an
the usual pretentious seriousness of the very yo ung practitioner
in the arts. In sheer prod uctivity, however, in the variety of
forms attempted by Auden with a considerable degree of success, the claim wou ld seem to h ave been borne out: ver se
plays for stage and radio, including 'I'he Ernoti<mal and P yc7w ·
logical R eact ion of til e Wom en Who Killed t he Goose That
T.dl.id t he Gol(len Egg j two sonnet sequences (one with "a verse

commentary") ; topographical verse; that most difficult of
form s-the sestina- in P aysage Jlforalise · "an eclogue in a
Third A venue bar," Th e Age of Anx i.ety j verse epi ties and essays not unrelated to the manner and matter of "the master of
the middle style," John Dryden. Th e closest parallel to
Auden's facility and variety is to be found, I think, in the
career of his friend and collaborator, t h e composer Benjamin
Britten who has written successfull y in every musica l genre
and fot: almost as many assorted combinations of instruments
and voices as young Mozart. No one today would deny Auden's
qualifications for great poetry. Per.haps, no one wou ld affirm that he has yet produced a maJOr poem.
Unlike the restrained production of Eliot, from whom the
discriminating Sitwells recently agreed that "they had never
seen a bad poem," who has ince 1935 turned out one 39-page
volume of careful poetry, is the method of Auden:
Time and again have slubb ered through
With slip and slapdash what I do, . ..
Like Eliot, the Auden-Spender poets have, in the ma~n tradition of English and American literature , been susceptib le to
changing influences, fore ign as well as domestic. Like Eliot
17
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they were led to the work of Donne-the dramatic monologue
propelled along a quixotic but natural stream of consciousness
the perception of beauty and truth through the ugly, th~
harsh, the shoddy and the grotesque, the use of the "objective
correlative," defined by Eliot as "a set of objects, a situation,
a chain of events which shall be the formula of [a] particular
emotion." But, for Auden, who has
Adopted what I would disown,
The preacher's loose immodest tone;
"the exten.al facts which must terminate in sensory experience" have an intellectual and moral purpose as well as the
intention of evoking a pwrticula;r emotion.
Though their particulars are those
That each particular artist knows,
Unique events that once took place
Within a unique time and space,
In the new field they occupy,
The unique serves to typify,
Becomes, though still particular,
An algebraic formula,
An abstract model of events
Derived from dead experiments,
And each life must decide
To what and how it be applied.
There have been many influences besides Eliot, whose
Anglo-Catholic royalism should have repelled a group that
proclaimed itself "Communist." Auden's New Y ean· Letter indicates the poets who will sit in judgment on his pretensions to
the "greatest of vocations": Dante, Blake, Rimbaud, Dryden,
Catullus, Tennyson, Hard y, the German Catholic Rilke, and
Trim, dualistic Baudelaire,
Poet of cities, harbours, whores,
Acedia, gaslight and remorse, . . .
Auden has given varying celebration in his verse to many
of the chief figures in the contemporary cultural stream.
To Karl Marx:
He flashed a light
On facts where no one had been right

The father shadow that he hated
Weighed like an alp; his love, frustrated,
Negating as it was negated,
Burst out in boils.
The list of figures includes E. M. For ter, the noveli t who
is so much admired and so little r ead; Matthew Arnold, Edward Lear, Pascal and Montaigne, Henry James; and Sigmund
Freud:
To us he is no more a person
Now but a whole climate of opinion . . . .

18

19

as well as the figure who, with Eliot, represents for this
school of poets the apostolic succession of English literary
tradition-William Butler Yeats.
You were silly like us: Your gift survived it all;
The parish of rich women, physical decay,
Yourse lf; Mad Ireland hurt you into poetry.
A good deal of the early work of the Auden-Spender poets
represents a silly period- a brilliant silliness, however. Much
of the early verse was virtually incomprehensible at its first
appearance, a private kind of poetry that was not to be excused, as the obscurity of Eliot and Pound was, by the fact that
modern culture is so divisive that a common background of
knowledge, belief, and experience (save for the shared emotions of war) could no longer be presupposed by the poet.
Auden's early poetry was in the Eliot manner-the Eliot of
The Wast e Lood--in which a string of literary and anthropological reminiscences serve as an "objective correlative," tying
the reader, in one way or another, into an emotional knot. As
can be seen from the lists of names above, Auden's reading
has been rather more ordinary than Eliot's. He has the advantage of writing in a later period, when the jargon, if no
other feature, of Freud and Marx has penetrated the popular
ear. More than one early critic thought the Auden-Spender
obscurity contrived and willful.
The really difficult early works, "Paid on Both Sides" and
"The Dance of Death," have not been included in th.e Collected
Poetry issued by Auden in 1945. Of The Orat01·s, another
item which readers found beyond a careful reference to their
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own cultural pre uppo itions, Auden indicates that it was one
of "the good ideas which his incompetence or impatience prevented from coming to much," a "fair notion fata ll y injured."
He has not included it either.
The arrangement of the Random House edition of 'J' h e ()ol ·
h•<; /Pcl Porti)J of W. II . .ttuden, a book that has gone through
frequent printings, has been made in such a way that the ordinary reader is unable to divide the work into periods or to
trace any poetic development, either in increa ed skill or in
the detect\on of spasmodically effective influences. Thi was
done, according to a statement of the poet, del iberately to
frustrate the philological or biographical approach to the
poems, to thwart any attempt to read the poems for anything beyond their value as poetry. A good many of the most
interesting pieces are topical, however, and thus ea ily placed
in time. Indeed, Auden and Mac eice seem to h ave given
renewed life to the occasio?Wl poem. It is in their contemporary topicality that a good many of Auden's poems made their
fir t favorab le impres ion. Auden is a prolific contributor to
magazines, the chief source of revenue for a poet who intends
to live by his poetry. His pieces in 'fh e New York r, IIaqJ er's,
and 'l'he Commonu;eal, as well as the little magazi nes which
specialize in oblique phrase and off-center politic a nd cu ltural attitud es, are ad equate indices of one imp ortant side of
his development as a public poet; Auden is practically never
an easy poet, rarely a glib one, but h e i no longer a "difficult"
one.
The early " diffi cu lt" poems were satire . Auden might well
argue that h e was writing in the tradition of satirical obscurity
whose progenitors include the Elizabethans, Bishop Joseph
Hall and John Donne, and which continued up through the
middle of the eighteenth century. So far as I know, he ha
never made such a d efensive ar gum ent. Auden's coming to
America has been marked by an increase in intelligibility
which is in sharp contrast to the main characteristic of the
early Auden poems : an elaborate esoteric, but sop homoric
joke, h ermeticall y concealed f rom the ignorant commercial
reader. Unlike Eliot, whose latest verse, Fovt· Qna1·tets, has

required a comprehensive exegesis in periodicals and lengthy
books, which seems to presuppose a knowledge of Cornford's
exhaustive analysis of · P lato's Pannenide.s, the later poetry
of Auden seems to be aimed at the reader who finds the back
sections of Time comprehensive. In fact, Auden wrote a poem
for Time.
His poetry has become more and more public-for the
public which reads news magazines and 'l'he 1 rw Yat·ke?·, with
occasional peeps at the Pwrti ·rr,n R eview. His ew Y ewr Lette·r
has much of the material which the substantial reader of
'1 he New YoTk T·imes finds important and impressive and fit
to print. It has the deliberately shoddy image :
0 who i trying to shield whom?
Who left a h air pin in the room?
Who was the distant figure een
Behaving odd ly on the green?

:w

21

The poem, which is in the direct line of public atire and
didacticism of Dryden, Pope, and Dr. Johnson, as well as
Byron, is written in rhyming couplets and shows some of the
Popean ability to duplicate in verse the jargon of the time.
The Freudian patois reduced to a satiric jangle is one of his
most lasting effects. Thus from the Laby?"i•ntk:
His absolute pre-supposition
Is -Man creates his own condition :
This maze was not divinely built,
But is secrete d by my guilt.
The centre that I cannot find
Is known to my Unconscious Mind;
I have no reason to despair
Because I am already there.
My problem is ho w not to will ;
They move most quickly who stand still ;
I'm only lost until I see
I'm lost because I want to be.
It remains true , on the other hand , that many of th e best
of Auden's poems r equ ire on the part of the seriou s rea der
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the technique of exhaustive analysis associated with the critical works of the so-call ed Kenyon critics, of I. A. Richards and
Cleanth Brooks who admits that the method may yield effect·
and ideas not "consciously contrived by the poet." A piece like
KaiJros and Logos requires, it seems to me, about three readings
with careful attention to the symbolic content of the images.
Suddenly, as in the case of impressionistic painting, or even
in the melodic overwash of a Mahler symphony, the meaning
and structural design are revealed. A careful reader finds the
process by which he is forced to project so much of himself
and of his cultural re ources is something very much like an
examination of the aesthetic conscience. It is good for the soul.
Besides the movement towards clarity which continues in
the sonnet sequence, In '1 im e of War, and the Christmas
Orator·io: For the Time Being, Auden's American poems have
shown an increasing depth, a serious in terest in understanding
metaphysics and religion. Auden's scepticism has been, it
seems, always tinged with what the disciples of Professor
Lovejoy call "animalitarian primitivism," a desire for the gift
of unquestioning faith.
Anthropos apteros, perplexed
.
To know which turning to take next,
Looked up and wished he were the bird
To whom such doubts must seem absurd.
As early as 1935, a discerning American critic, Theodore
Maynard, was to perceive that the "communism" of the AudenSpender group, "after all the dross has been strained off" was
"religious and, therefore, poetic." Maynard thought that these
writers might well end up as Catholics. None of them have.
But Auden, since his residence in the United States-a good
deal of the time being spent as a teacher at Quaker Swarthmore-has come closer to being a genuine religious poet than
any of the others. The clearest evidence is in the Christmas
Orcttorio) which i a work of impre sive orthodoxy.
By the event of this birth the true significance of
all other events is defined, for of every other occasion
it can be said that it could have been different, but
22

POEM

of this birth it is the case that it could in no other way
be than it is. And by the existence of this Child, the
proper value of all other existences is given, for of
every other creature it can be said that it has extrinsic importance but of this Child it is the case that
He is in no sense a symbol.
It has become fashionable to be Christian, to be neo-orthodox. But Auden is no longer following the fashion-if he ever
did. He is now setting it.
--Joseph '1'. Cotter

Poem
My love is death to me:
My love is wild blackberry in autumn
Dropping fruit and staining ground
With the crushed purple of its flesh;
My love is once flashing water
Straining now through sand, matted grass
Until it chokes and gags
To a stagnant end in the mud;
My love is strange landscape
Rushing by in the night under tars
And carrying on its cold wet hills
Si lent houses full of dark sleep;
My love is wounded antelope
Creeping into shadows with shuddering fle sh
And glazed eyes;
My love is white boned desert
Crying through dusty mouths
For rain.
And each time that I look at
Or touch the body of my love,
I am deeper in death.
-Louis SacJ'i.ste
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the efforts of man, but rather surprisingly by an act of God.
~here had b~en no earth-shaking series of explosions, no eruptiOn of atomic energy; in fact, nothing even scientific had oc~urred. The world had simp ly reverted from a state of actualIty to a state of possibility.
Few were those who gue sed that the end would come in this
manner. Stati tics reveal that of the thirty thousand entries
in_ the "How _Will The World End?" contest, sponsored by the
AJax Dynamite Corp., only seventeen believed that God would
enter into the picture at all; and of these seventeen sixteen
were of the opinion that God was a sort of super-atom who
would explode when He desired the end of the world.
One man, however had been correct--one man who had a
heal~hy P?ilosophy of life, who was charitable, 'courageous,
and mtelhgent, and who, paradoxically, was a teacher, had
prophesied correctly the manner in which the world wou ld
e~d. This man wasP . J. Aabott. Now he sat alone, perched
high on a teeter-totter. On the opposite end squatted a mountain of femininity. Both were waiting for the last judgment
to begin. P. J . Aabott knew now that he had won the contest
but h e knew equally well that he would never receive th~
prize money. The Ajax Dynamite Corp. had refused payment of prizes on the grounds that "one could not discover
the winner until the world had actually ended." The trouble
was that now the world had ended, no one could discover the
Ajax Dynamite Corp.
The amorphous mass on the other end of the teeter-totter
rose, and P. J.'s stream of consciousness was dammed. He
reached for a cigarette, then stopped and looked around. No

one was smoking. No one dared to light a match. P. J. Aabott
smiled, surmising what was in the minds of all. He himself
had no particular worries. His personal life had been above
reproach, and he felt that he had justified his existence by
bringing truth into the minds of other .
Wandering over to the great tribunal, P. J. watched the
preparations being made by the forces of good and the forces
of evil. On the right hand side were the angels; on the left,
the devils; and in the center, a stand for the Judge. The
devils were hard at work arranging score of gigantic volume.
where they would be easily accessib le. P. J. knew that in
these vo lum es were compiled all the evil deeds that had ever
been committed.
When a man's name was announced, the devi ls would quickly look up his record of evil and present their case to the
Judge . Depending upon the weight of their evidence as
against that offered by the angels, the Jud ge would rende1·
his decision, and award the defendant to one of the two
parties.
On the angel ' side, however, there wa. a curious inactivity.
No huge vo lumes were to be seen; in fact there was not a
book even the size of a novel. One angel sat nervously on the
edge of a chair leafing through a pamphlet about the size of
the Yuma, Arizona, telephone book. Suddenly it dawned on
P. J. that these few pages contained the good deeds performed down through the ages. He was hocked , but not
despondent.
"After all," he reasoned to him se lf, "I've done plenty of
good things that must be in the angels' book, and I don't think
the devils have anything on me for which I haven't atoned .
I'm all set."
Having thus convinced himself that he was all set, P. J .
Aabott sat down to await the hearing of his ca e.
Somewhere in the dista nce a band was playing "Till the
End of Time." Two veterans of World War VI argued over
"how they oughta run this line." And off to P. J.'s left, several
bearded gentlemen were discussing whether the term "angels"
cou ld be applied to all these creatures, since they appeared
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to be each of a different species. P. J. smiled. Soon all que tions would be answered, one way or the other.
A bell announced the start of the trials. The names of the
first hundred to be judged were quickly read off, and P. J.
Aabott found himself the very last member of thi initial
group. As they began to line up, the whole of the tribunal was
surrounded by the billions of people who had once made the
earth their home. They were indeed interested spectators, for
each one knew that his or her trial was not far off, and was
eager to learn the method whereby one was saved or damned.
When the name of the first man was mentioned a shout of
delight arose from the devi ls, and their victory was achieved
with incredible ease. The spectators gasped, but P. J. Aabott
remained cool.
"I'm a ll set," he told himself because he th ought he was
all set. As t h e tria ls p r ogressed, however, it became more
difficult to maintain an attitude of calm, for of the first fiftytwo defendants, fifty-two went to the devil.
During the trial of the fifty-third defendant, the angels put
up t heir first show of strength, for the f ifty-third defendant
had once purchased a pair of shoelaces from a poor blind man.
However, this kind deed we nt for naught when the devils
proved conclusively that the sho elaces were use d to strangle
a paralyzed millionaire dowager, and the f ifty-third defendan t
was quickl y borne off to h ell.
Defendant after defendant was awarded to the force s of
evil, until finally, with one man left in the first group, ninetynine consecutive persons had been damned. The one man
r emaining wasP. J. Aabott.
As P. J. approached the defend ant's stand, he could not
help but be ner vo us. After all, ninety-nine consecutive persons h a d failed to make the grade. But because he thought
he was all set, he told him self that he was all set. "I'm all
set," was the way he put it.
Suddenly things began to happen, and the trial of P. J.
Aabott was on. His name was announced, the angels screamed
with delight, and the devils moaned in despair. Here at last
was a man whose r ecord of good would earn the angels and
him self a clear-cut victory.

An angel began to intone the acts of virtue which P. J. had
left behind him. The record was magnificent. When the f ir t
angel tired, another angel took his place, then another and
another. Finally, a second legion had to be called in. When
t he recounting of these deeds was finished, the whole world,
literally, stood in open-mouthed amazement. How was it possible for one man to do o much good in so little time? Given
the ir first chance to cheer, the spectators did so lustily. They
were solidly behind P . J. Aabott in his battle against the
power of darkness.
But it soon appeared that there would be no counter-attack,
for the interva l had passed during which the devils were to
begin defaming P. J .'s character. Instead of sitting back
smugly, listening to a long list of evil, the devils were desperately combing their countless volumes for t h e n ame of P. J.
Aabott. The spectators tensed in anticipation. Was it possible that the forces of evil h ad nothing on this man? A spontaneous ripple of applause broke into a crescendo, and the
name of P. J. Aabott was on every tongue.
With order restored, t h e Judge served notice on the devils
to present a case or forfeit the defendant to the angels.
o
response was forthcoming, and the devils continued to pore
over their volumes. A second notice went unheeded . Then
the Judge raised his gavel, and the split secon d of silence
seemed somehow more oppressing than any noise could have
been. As the angels rocked in ecstatic expectation, the gavel
began its triumphant downward swing. Before it could meet
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the Judge raised his gavel, and the split secon d of silence
seemed somehow more oppressing than any noise could have
been. As the angels rocked in ecstatic expectation, the gavel
began its triumphant downward swing. Before it could meet
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the wood of the desk, however, a small figure clad in black
leaped to the stand of the devil'· advocate and shouted for
recognition. Everyone stood as if frozen while from a pagemargin of mountainous tome, the devil read the entry: "P. J.
Aabott-teacher-gave surprise examination, April 15, 2027 ."
Not a sou nd was to be heard as this indictment was followed
with charges of taking pleasure in ambiguous true-false tests,
and assigning an overabundance of homework.
Many spectators were amused, but a low murmur could
definitely be heard as an angel leaped to the stand.
"Surely," he cried out, "these mall faults cannot offset the
tremendous amount of good done by this man. The rec . . . " he was interrupted by a larger, more evil-loo kin g devil who
cried out, "This man has violated every one of the Precepts
governing teachers' conduct towards pupils." Producing a
scroll , he began to read,
1. Thou shalt not give s urpri e examinations.
2. Thou shalt not thrive on ambiguous true-false questions.
3. Thou shalt not include matching columns of over fifteen
items in thy tests.
4. Thou shalt not assign an overabundance of homework.
5. Thou shalt read all assignments, or else not make them.
6. Thou shalt not kill t he hop es of any student by flunking
him before the end of the semester.
Upon the reading of these Precepts the rumble that had been
slowly increasing in volume turned into a snarl, then into an
angry roar. The millions of ex-students from the beginning of
time had had age-old enmities stirred by the recital of the
Teacher's Precepts. And here, in the person of P . J. Aabott
was the personification of what they hated. Millions upon
millions poured out of the crowd an d descended upon P. J.
while the Judge rapped vainly for order. The former students, mad,dened beyond reason, reached P . J . in a group,
lifted him high, and then flung him to the devil . The onehundredth consecutive person had been damned.
Today, P. J. Aabott sits in Hell. He flunked th e Last Judgment, the only surprise examination he ever took.
-Te1·ence Mctrtin

The mist of a coo l spring morning was just clearing as
Arthur Willet, valise in hand, strode briskly from Mrs. Jon es'
Boarding house to his coupe. With each step he seemed to be
planting a crushing blow on the head of some invisible opposition, firmly and victoriously. To watch him a he inserted
the ignition key and stepped on the starter, no one would
have thought that Arthur Willet had just murdered a man
a few hours before. There was no excitement, no fear . He was
completely self-possessed, even h appy.
"A perfect crime," h e mused, " no mistake. Revenge is so
sweet!"
With a soft, self-assur ed laugh, he shifted gears and drove
a way from the scene of his crime as one would from a good
movie. He stopped for a red light. At the corner stood a policeman, beaming a "good morning" to the early passers-by.
Arthur Willett smil ed back, waved, and drove on.
Fiftee n minutes later he wa on th e open road, bound for
J ersey City, where h e would board a steamer and sail for so me
distant land-to Brazil perhaps. Then, even if they should
discover that Gilmore had b een murdered-B ut how could
they? What indication could there pos ibl y be of a murder?
People commit suicide every day. Besides, Gilmore had plenty
of reasons for wishing he were dead, too, the old lee ch! And
who would uspect the "traveling salesman," Henry Spenser,
alias Arthur Willet? No one knew him in Clarksburg. He had
tracked down his unsuspecting victim, waited just long enough
to catch him in one of his drunken sprees, took revenge, and
then calmly paid his bill and trav eled on. Old Mark Gilmore
always slept late. Ha, Ha! Later than usual tod ay !
Ten o'clock found the murderer speeding along a road th at
wound like a giant snake around the Allegheny foothills. On
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either side patchwork farms and green rolling hills, cut by the
white thread of twisting highway, met his eye; and mountains,
the lasl refuge of fleeing mist, slowly grew out of the horizon
in front of him. It was a beautiful scene and the murderer
surveyed it with a complacent appreciation of newly awakened
nature. But it was lonely. There hadn't been a car in sight for
over an hour. For Arthur Willet, however, loneliness added
to the beauty surrounding him . Unfrequented roads apparently
proved best for a get-away.
But why run away? For a moment-a brief moment-his
conscience gave a quick twinge. If all was o perfect, why be
afraid? Afraid? He was just playing it safe!
Suddenly he brought his car to a stop and shaded his eye
from the glare of the sun . What was that? Several hundred
yards behind him on the winding highway, a long black sedan
raced at break-neck speed. The curvature of the road made it
eem much closer, and Willet thought he cou ld discern the
glitter of some gilt emblem on the sedan door. He started involuntarily! Police? Impossible, he thought! Yet hi right
foot pre sed the ga pedal a little harder than before a. the
coupe darted forward again. His spine tingled! "Huh! I'm
acting a though I'm afraid. Why should I be ·afraid?"
He peered behind him, and his right foot press d a little
harder on the accelerator.
"Tum-de-da-dum-da-da-dum. Let's ee, what are the words
to that song? Used to remember them." His fingers drummed
the steering wheel, as his eyes shifted fro m the road to hi rearview mirror. "Nervous? That' foolish! I've nothing to fear . It
was a perfect crime. No flaw!"
Faster and faster, aro und the twisting highway, down little
declines and around sweeping curves sped the light car. Behind him came the heavy black car, steadily gaining-like a
hawk intent on its prey. With each succeeding turn the murderer's apprenhension grew. His eyes flitted from the road behind him. Could they be after him? Could he have perhaps
made one mistake to set them on his trail?
"Let's see-midnight--not a sou l awake! Was there? No!
I'm ure! Sneaked into the room-none of the floorboards

made a sound-Gilmore in a stupor, slumped over the
tab le-." He darted a worried glance at his mirror. "1 ot far
behind! Where was I? Yes! Gilmore, drunk-easy to pour the
poison down hi throat-He thought it was booze, the fool.
Put the bottle into his hand-no fingerprints-gloves-arranged the body and sneaked back- o one saw me! Fool, it
was perfect! Sure! Where's your self-control?"
Yes, where'! Little by little his practiced self-control
trickled away, as though he were using it for gas. A cold sweat
started to roll down his face. For brief moments when hi car
screeched around corners, he lost sight of the oncoming sedan;
but on the longer stretches of highway it appeared in hi
mirror like a trembling and enraged fury haunting him with
two accusing eye . Now it wa close enough for him to see a
spotlight on the right side. It 1~as the police!
"Where's my handkerchief?" He pu ll ed frantically at hi
pocket with his free hand. "Not here! Where? -An icy
hand gripped his heart and the vision of the telltale clue
snapped the last weak thread of self-composure . His breath
came in fitful gasps. "On-on the-the floor! My God! Theythey found it!"
With a shriek of terror he pounded madly on the gas pedal.
Visions of himself hanged, electrocuted, gassed, taunted his
fevered brain. Terror blinded him. Zigzag, up and down, his
car careened dizzily, now on this side of the road, now on that.
Suddenly he felt the car leave the road! He screamed ! The
flimsy guardrails splintered like so many toothpicks. The car
shot out into space-down-down-down! A mass of twisted
wreckage and mangled lifeless flesh lay in the rocky bottom of
a mountain gorge.
Inside the police car three men talked excited ly. "Hey
Spike! Ya see that?"
"The guy must 'a' been nuts!"
"Keep go in', mugs! We ain't got time. The police'll be after
us as soon as they kin git another car. What dopes! Bankrobb in's a cinch wit' dicks like that!"
-Raymoncl F. Fli1tn
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Hamlet and Art-An Appreciation
modern critics have a tendency to ferret out whatMANY
ever flaw s and lapses may be found in a work of art, emphasizing these at the expense of the obvious merits which
the work may possess. The critical philosophy of this school
of perfectionists seems to be that any artistic effort is only as
good as its weakest link and that the integral parts considered
individually are of greater significance than the whole.
Such censure which sometimes borders on personal abuse
is inconsistent with the purpose of criticism because it tends
to reduce the stature of the artist to a common level until he
appears as an inflated jape with no extraordinary skill in hi
field.
Great art demands critical analyses which by their penetrating studies and constructive aids pave the way for greater
achievements . Negative criticism and unbridled satire not
only fail to fulfill the purpose of criticism, but also obstruct
the advance of art by their bitter invective.
No work of art, however great, will be perfect. Every artist
strives to proximate perfection, however, according to the
amount of his talent. His effort, therefore, must not be judged
by his departure from his goal but by his advance toward it.
This latter, positive attitude commends accomplishments and
indicates what can be attempted in the future. The negative
approach deplores failure and indicates nothing to the artist
which he can attain. To the benefit of both art and criticism,
therefore does the critic evaluate artistic achievement in terms
of positi~e val~es without, however, completely ignoring defects or, worse, condoning them.
Such a frame of mind is necessary if the critic is to arrive
at any valid conclusions concerning such an effort as Sir Laurence Olivier's recent production of Shakespeare's Ham~l e t.
As a motion picture it has both advantages and limitations.
For example, the cinema has the advantages of elaborate
spectacle, authentic locations, and photographic effects, but it
cannot fully produce that stimulus arising from an artist's
32

contact with his audience. The screen reproduces a picture of
life; as a result Han,l et on the screen will not produce the
same effect as Ham l et on the stage. Furthermore, the compensations, such as spectacle and photography, which the movi~s
offer for their theatrical inadequacies are unnecessary m
Jfa1nlet. These factors, therefore, should be considered. Hamlet cannot be compared with the stage production but must
be judged as an individual, unique effort and appraised as such
according to its achievements.
As a screen production J!aml et is most admirable. The action, photography, and music blend with the lines of Shakespeare to produce a hypnotic effect on the audience. The n:orbid polluted atmosphere of Elsinore spirits the audience mto
the' Danish castle itself. There is a morose, uncomfortable
suspense throughout the whole drama, a suspense that is inescapable although the plot is known before one enters the
theater. Here is a magic touch found in few stage productions, almost never on the screen.
Yet Hamlet is not a picture without a flaw but rather a
picture in which t he defects are . microscop.ic when compar~d
to the achievements. An analysis of the mtegral parts w1ll
confirm this statement.
First examine the scenario. To obtain continuity and present to' the audience a smooth, well-wrought, easily comprehensible product, some license with the Shakespearean text
was necessary. The transpositions and a lterations were undert aken however with such delicacy and tact that, for the most
'
'
part, they
can give
no offense even to the most rabid Shakespearean devotee. Some few indeed may lament the absence
of Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern, but their inane obsequies
add little or noth ing to the tragedy, neither affording comic
relief nor increasing dramatic suspense. No one will miss
Fortinbras or the fopish courtiers Voltimand and Cornelius.
Extreme conformists may object to the editing of speeches,
but only in the cases of the great so liloquy and the final
speeches might t h eir objections be valid . Even in these cases
t h e beauty of the f ilm is in no way impaired .
As for t h e acting itself, Olivier's interpretation of Haml et
is competent if not distinguished, especially con idering that
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he also directed and produced the film. Olivier underplays
for the most part and renders the lyric and witty passages with
incomparable deftness. In such scenes his facial expres ions
are illustrious examples of histrionic art. In speeches of int~nse passion, deep internal conflict, however, his interpretation wavers. He pitches his voice too high, shouts and rants,
and perceptibly overplays. His graceful movements at times
seem more appropriate to the ballet than the creen. But such
interpretations, so damning on the stage, are not so offensive
on the screen .
Deserving of great praise for her performance as the sensuous queen is Eileen Herlie. She plays her part with authority and ease, creating impressions which at times are almost too vivid. Only in the boudoir scene does she overplay,
and in this case it is necessary to keep the balance between
herself and Olivier.
The weak link in Hamlet is Basil Sydney's portrayal of the
king. Mr. Sydney displays about as much talent for acting as
an elephant boasts in dancing. He pronounces his lines with
the conviction of a disinterested athlete advertising razor
blades. He is saved, however, by the redoubtable Shakespeare
whose mighty lines cannot lose their effect entirely even
through the gross incompetence of Basil Sydney.
In compensation for this, however, is the poignant performance of Jean Simmons as the unfortunate Ophelia. Miss Simmons combine beauty and talent to create an outstanding
portrayal of a difficult role.
Finally there is that venerable wit of the British theatre
Felix Alymer, who gives a superb portrayal of the foolish
Polonius. He comes closest to giving a near-perfect performance, a feat incidentally which he invariably achieves.
The remaining players are competent and the photography
effective, although at times the repeated views of the courtiers
and the close-ups of Olivier grow tedious. William Walton's
score measures well up to his past performances.
Such is the new film Jfconlet. By no means perfect, it is nonetheless a notable achievement, a landmark in the movie industry, and a dramatic effort worthy to be termed a work
of art.
-William .f. Rosoelli

New York, 1948.
y means of book club patronage this latest novel of Lloyd
Douglas' will undoubtedly become a bet seller, but after
one reads it, any justifiable reason for such assured success
becomes hard to find. Like its predecessor, 'l'li e Robe, it purports to have a theme dependent in some way on the figure
of Christ, and, like 'l'll e Rob e, it vitiates this theme by making
it actually dependent on fictional values, and rather poor
fictional va.J.ues at that.
Douglas accepts the life and teachings of Christ for their
dramatic qualities only, and, in order not to offend Christian
church groups, uses an interpretation of them that i so devitalized and ambiguous as to be practically meaningless. For
him, the Gospel accounts are merely sources from which to
take certain characters and events, combine them with other
fictional characters and event , and thus create a story which
is essentially little different f rom those he has been turning
out for years.
In The Big Fisherman, where the plot is ostensibly concerned with Peter and his relations with Christ, the sub-plot
involving a beautiful young Jewish-Arabian princess really
claims the major part of our attention. This girl, Fara, a
grandchild of the King of Arabia, goes into Palestine in an
attempt to assassinate Antipas, the Tetrarch of Galilee who
was her father but who had left her and her mother years before. She falls in with Peter and Christ before she reaches
the Tetrarch's palace and, influenced by them, abandons her
plan in favor of assisting them in their work among the people. Only by this addition of great masses of rather sensational fictional details to the bare events of the Gospels, does
Douglas inject any vitality into his story, and then it is only
a mechanical kind of vitality achieved by an unimaginative
piling of event on event, character on character.
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The remainder of the story takes the reader up to Christ's
death and resurrection, the founding of a "Christian Ecclesia"
by Peter, and Peter's execution in Rome. There the reader is
left and left flatly, with no emotional or intellectual gratification, no deeper appreciation of what has been presented to
him, nothing but a sense of having read an abortive attempt
to popularize a theme whose native simplicity and directness
defies such an effort.
What Douglas would have one believe is the book's main
purpose-t:1e showing of the effect of Christ's personality on
Peter-is something that is explained all too facilely merely
by making Peter a rough, unlettered man who for no other
reason except that he feels vaguely "compelled" follows Christ
blindly and is accordingly trusted by Him. Douglas also gives
clear character analyses for most of the Apo ·ties, and for other
persons only mentioned in the Bible, such as J airus and Peter's
mother-in-law, individuals whom for the most part history
knows absolutely nothing about; and thi is certainly a process of questionable validity. The other characterizations and
relationships in the narrative are equally as shallow and unconvincing. In short the book's values are more of the Hollywood type than of those usually associated with true literature
or with the Biblical subjects.
In an attempt to present his Biblical material in modernday dress, Douglas at times become sickeningly familiar and
banal. Writing in his completely uninspired, unlovely prose
he affectionately refers to the Apostles as "Andy," "Joe,"
and "Johnny"; has Pilate talk like a police desk sergeant; and
in general creates an atmosphere more reminiscent of a locality such as Sinclair Lewis' Zenith, than of Palestine 1,900 years
ago. A Hemingway or a Steinbeck, if he so desired, might be
able to translate into modern idiom such a period without
losing the spirit of the original, but Douglas certainly cannot.
That Christ came to earth to establish a Church which
wou ld carry out His teachings is a fact ignored in this story.
The Bible is conveniently misquoted and misinterpreted to
avoid any such implication when Douglas has Christ say to
Peter, "It is upon your faith that I shall build my kingdont"
and, again, towards the end of the book when Peter under no

direct command from Christ, only inspired by him, founds the
"Christian Ecclesia." The La t Supper becomes only the final
meeting of Christ with his Apo ties, an occasion they would
remember him by when they gathered together in the future,
and nothing more. Thus, the Apostles and their leader are
made to appear as little more than a band of "do-gooders" who
wander about the Palestinian countryside spreading sweetness and light, and not much else. This is the watered down ,
denatured type of Christianity that satisfies the majority of
Christians today, many Catholics included- a Christianity
that is only the hadow of what it was meant to be.
By writing this kind of fiction, an author only detracts from
the name of literature and does a mis-service to the general
public. When the publisher of this novel put on its jacket
the sentence, "Only the man who wrote Th e Rob e could write
The Big Fishennan," they unwittingly spoke volumes, and the
discerning reader need go no further. -Jo~n
•r 0 tw,
·"den
1 , T. "c
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Th e W est at Bay, Barbara Ward, W. W. Norton & o., ew
York, 1948.
HEN the Treaty of W estphalia was sign ed in 1648 a pat-

W tern was estab lished in Western Europe. During the next
three hundred years at periodic intervals armies surged across
this land altering the pattern, sometimes in a greater, sometimes in a lesser degree. Treaties which fo llowed the conflicts,
even to the Versailles treaty after World War I, conceded
areas and fashioned alliances, but always the underlying pattern was that which was established at Westphalia.
The world currently languishes in the interval between the
cessation of hostilities of World War II and the promulgation
of the treaties of peace. Through the sounding board of the
United Nations, the victorious powers are attempting to establish a common ground on which to base these treaties, but because of the diverse character of the two chief victors these
attempts are in them elve fraught with the possibilities of another conflict.
Will the treaties of World War II merely undertake to re-
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A couple of ghosts from Chri3tmases pastcome back to earth for a good laugh.

juvenate the Westphalian format and provide an ep h emeral
"peace" lasting but a gener ation or less? Or must the world
abandon its three-century-o ld conception of Europe a nd design
a new pattern, far removed from the war-worn pattern ·w hich
has spawned conflict after con flict.
A thoughtful answer to the e questions is supplied by Miss
Barbara Ward, foreign affairs editor of the influential London
Eco nomist, in her first American book, '1'he We. tat Bay. Basically an ~conomic study, 'l'h c 11' st at Hay presents the present
plight of Western Europ e as the outgrowth of the "dollar
crisis," the chi ef sy mptom of which is the paralysis of Europe's
f oreign trade. Miss Ward begins h er stud y of the crisis at the
conclusion of World War II, but r elates h er finding to the
hidd en forc es which have been quietly gathering during the
last century.
When the expected revival of the Europ ean economy failed
to materialize after World War II, a crippling blow was dealt
the trading systems of England and Western Europe. Seeking
support for their undermined commercial programs, the countries of this region had recourse to the United States where
post-war pro perity had resulted in a tremendous expansion
38
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far exceeding the figures of the pre-war economy . This ituation posed the problem of paying for American upplies because England and the nations of We tern Europe had no urpluses and, under the existing conditions, very littl power to
produce and earn. Their continued dependence on the United
States did little to ·timulate their own economies and simultaneously added to a rapidly mounting debt to the United State .
Dislocation of the Briti h and European economie have occured before and have been sati factorily weathered, indicating that they were but temporary offsets, eventually righted by
the normal operation of commerce. About the present condition, however, Miss Ward raises t he question of wheth er it is a
temporary setback or whether it is a much deeper and complex
problem, requiring a so lution, which, if the world persi ts in its
present view of Europe, is unattainable .
In h er answer to the problem Miss Ward ees Europe's only
hope in the building of a new way of life, engendered by t he
recognition of the economic shift which has taken place during the last fifty years. Against the background of economic
change and of world-wide industria l development, Miss Ward
list the principal factors underlying the shift: the growth of
American industrial supremacy, the decline of Western European strength, and the disappearance of the old division of labor between commercial Europe and the raw material vendo r
of the East. These factors, stimul ated by two World Wars and
linked with the changes in industry and production, discredit
the claim t hat the present condition can be rectified by what
was previously considered to be th e normal operation of commerce.
Historically, the economy of England and Western Europe
depended in large part on obtaining r aw materi als from Ea tern colonies for manufacture in th e moth er country. That situation has also been altered by th e recent war, and Eastern
products no longer enter European markets to maintain a balance of payment; nor do t he nations of Western Europe extend
their interests into Southeastern Asia . Economically and politically, the relationship of Southeastern Asia and Western
Europe has taken on a t otall y different complexion from preWorld War II tim es.
39
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Looming ominously over all th ese other factors is the attitude
of Russia and her satellites since the conclusion of the war.
Uncooperative almost to the point of belligerency, the Russian
government has manifested little desire to draft the treaties
which are the first steps in stabilizing European economy. Currently the Moscow government menaces that very economy
with the blockade of Berlin.
In the face of this threat Miss Ward warns that the nations
of the world, if they wish to maintain peace, cannot delay in
stabilizing E·uopean economy . She views the ECA (Marshall
Plan) not only as an answer to the Russians, but also as the
beginning of a new pattern of life among the nations of Western Europe, a pattern which would result shortly in the formation of a We tern Association of nations. Without this "Western Union," which would be similar to that proposed by Britain's Foreign Minister Bevin, Miss Ward sees the end of Western civilization. "These are the stakes," she concludes. "Who
will say they are not worthy of the supreme effort of free
men?"
Miss Ward's treatment of a complex issue in The West at
Bay is deserving of acclaim. Her analysis is keen, and her clear,
lucid style seems to unsnarl the knottiest economic problems
and make them intelligible to the average reader. Such perceptive books as Mi s Ward's should aid many in their understanding of the current international situation, and it is to be
hoped that the United States shall soon greet more works by
this illuminating yo ung British woman.
- .J. J. C.
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day converts to Christianity who und ergo deep religiou s experiences are seldom artic ulate enough to express them adequately or with conviction t o others. Thomas Merton is articulate indeed, and this public confession of his journey from the

most materialistic sort of world to one of quiet contemplation
within the cloistered walls of a Trappist monastery is written
with almo t transparent clarity and infectious understanding,
Contemporaneity of time, place, and personages allows the
reader of this generation to share quite deeply in the story
of Merton's spiritual progress .
Of startli ng interest to many will be the conglomeration of
un-Catholic and even anti-Catholic forces which were instrumental in Merton's road to conversion. Aldous Huxley, James
Joyce, Indian mysticism, William Blake, and Columbia University come most readily to mind. Gilson, Maritain, Thomas
a Kempis, and Augustine of course had their innings, but not
before the oth ers had prepared the way.
Thomas Merton was born in Prades, France, spent his early
boyhood in Flushing, Long Island, and later, after his mother's
death, lived with his rootless, artist father in Douglaston,
Provincetown, and then Bermuda. At the age of ten he returned to France with his father and attended a French lycee,
continued on to Oakham, an "obscure but decent little school"
in England, and finally, after his father's death in 1930 went,
with the aid of his American grandparents, to "dark and sinister" Cambridge. After a year of Cambridge Merton returned
to New York, enrolled at Co lumbia, and for a short time became an active Communist.
At Columbia, Merton drew cartoon for the J e t er , wrote
article~ for the S1Jeot(J)to1· and t he R evi,ew, and edited the Yearbook. At Columbia also Merton became entirely aware of Catholicism and Scholastic philosophy and entered the Church.
Teaching for a while at Columbia and writing his Master's
Thesis on Thomas Blake, Merton began the struggle for ·a religious vocation. Leaving Columbia to instruct in English at St.
Bonaventure College for a year, he entered the Trappist Monastery of Our Lady of Gethsemani, Kentucky.
Since joining the Trappists Merton has published three
books of poems, Th11'·ty Po e-ms, A Ma11 vn the Dvvided S ea .
and Figtt1·es to1· un AJJOoetlylJ e. He received the Catholic Press
Association a ward for poetry in 1948.
Toward the close of the book Merton describes in great
detail the circumstances surrounding his actual initiation into
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The S even Sto1·ey Mountaiu,

this time and culture few persons are born to the ways of
I Nasceticism
and Christian mysticism. Even the many present-
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the Trappists and concludes with a revealing discussion of the
special spiritual difficulties of the artist-contemplative which
confront him there. This explanatory description of the meaning and significance of the contemplative life alone is well
worth the price of the book.
Whatever the personal beliefs or prejudices of the reader
may be, few will remain unaffected by it.
-,!. J. w.

CURRENT READING
by Harry Sylvester. Originally published in
various popular magazines, fourteen short stories by Sylvester,
one of America's better Catholic writers, are brought together
for the first time in this collection. Dealing with a variety of
types-football players, priests, soldiers, and others-the stories follow a pattern by allowing th e central character of each
of them, through some experience, to gain a deeper appreciation of life than the material world revealed to him. Colorfully written and full of dramatic situations, the stories are
realistic in tone, but their spiritual values offer more to the
reader than the usual efforts in this field.
The Gathering Storm by Winston C. Churchill. England's
great statesman has begun in this volume what will probably
become the definitive history of World Warll, setting dQwn the
events that occurred between the end of hostilities in the first
World War and his appointment as England's prime minister
in May of 1940. Writing in what can only be called an inimitable style of rare sonority and impressiveness, Churchill carefully explains and analyzes the background of the second
World War. Through his life-long position of influence in
wotld politics Churchill's account has a lmost unequalled authority among like works for the validity of its statements, and,
because of his literary ability, it can make an unblushing
claim for enjoyable and appreciated reading.
The Heat·t of the Matter by Graham Greene. Graham Greene
is one of the few Catholics who can write a novel naturally
without false notes and make it something approaching an
All Yout· Idols
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artistic success also, which he does very well in The Heart of
the Matter. Employing his usual vivid and close-knit style,
Greene tells the story of Major Scobie, a man whose feeling
of overwhelming pity for all living creatures contends within
himself against a powerful sen e of duty to God. These two
forces are never reconciled in his mind and eventually compel
him to commit an act the real significance of which is pretty
well left for the reader to supp ly. Catholics and non-Catholic
may differ in their interpretation of Scobie's character, but a ll
should find in it the fitting climax to an absorbing tal e.
Roosevelt and Hopkins, An Intimate tndy by Robert Sherwood. In this encyclopedic study of the relationship between
Roosevelt and Hopkins, another book is added to the swelling
list concerning th e late president. Mr. Sherwood's effort is un derstandably more readable than most and offers more pertinent facts than many of those previously unloaded on the
public by willing but not overly competent authors. Following
the two men through practically their entire time together,
Sherwood frankly attempts to place both of them in the American political hierarchy. Granting Hopkins an enormous amount
of credit for his war-time diplomatic service, Sherwood place
an equal bundle of encomiums at the feet of Rooseve lt for the
work of his administration. Biased or not, this work adds a considerable amount of important detail to a still-uncompleted
picture.
~f . .J. :lf.

Contributors
l\11·. Jo seph T. COTTER is an instructor in English at John Ca.?'1'oll
Unive?·sity. A graduate of Ha;rva?·d, he also writes 1·evieus fo?'
Best Selle1·s.
Raymond F. FLINN is a sophomm·e in the school of a1·ts and sc·iences.
Louis J. SACRISTE is a gmd1wte of John Carroll of the class of 'I,.S
and a f?·equent contribut01· to the QUARTERLY.
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Sherwood frankly attempts to place both of them in the American political hierarchy. Granting Hopkins an enormous amount
of credit for his war-time diplomatic service, Sherwood place
an equal bundle of encomiums at the feet of Rooseve lt for the
work of his administration. Biased or not, this work adds a considerable amount of important detail to a still-uncompleted
picture.
~f . .J. :lf.

Contributors
l\11·. Jo seph T. COTTER is an instructor in English at John Ca.?'1'oll
Unive?·sity. A graduate of Ha;rva?·d, he also writes 1·evieus fo?'
Best Selle1·s.
Raymond F. FLINN is a sophomm·e in the school of a1·ts and sc·iences.
Louis J. SACRISTE is a gmd1wte of John Carroll of the class of 'I,.S
and a f?·equent contribut01· to the QUARTERLY.
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SHORT STORY CONTEST
Open to all students of
John Carroll University
Duration of

c01~t es t:

The contest will open December 1, 1948, and will close
February 15, 1949. Entries will be accepted up to and including the latter date.
Prizes:

Three prizes will be awarded:
First Prize-$25.
Second Prize-$15.
Third Prize-$10.
Rules fo?· contest:
1. All entries must be original.

2. Entries should be from two to three thousand words in
length.
3. All entries become the property of the Carroll Quarterly,
which reserve the right to edit them for publication.
4. The decisions of the judges will be final.
Direction ' for entrants:

All entries should be typewritten and double spaced . The
author is requested to choose a suitable pen name, which
should be placed in the upper right hand corner of each
page. Typescripts should be folded and placed in an envelope upon the front of which the author's pen name
should appear. The author's name should be enclosed in the
envelope on a separate sheet of paper.
Entries may he placed in the Quarterly box (marked
Student Pnbllications}, or taken to the Q1wrte1"ly office next to
the stage in the old gymnasium. The above-mentioned
Q1w1·terly box, is located in the Treasurer's Office .
To insure proper handling, entrants are urged to address
their envelopes--"Editor, Short Story Contest."

